We solve the two-dimensional time independent Gross-Pitaevskii equation using the lattice-Boltzmann technique for a d2q9 lattice velocity scheme. Also, applying the He's semi inverse method we find solitary wave solution. We get stable density profiles.
Introduction
The Gross-Pitaevskii equation, (GEq), describes the Bose-Condensates phenomena, which is a very important investigation field in condensed matter physics, at low temperature [1] . This nonlinear differential equation is used, e.g., in nonlinear Optics, quantum fluid dynamics, and the magnetic trap of Rubidium atoms at very low temperatures [2] - [3] . Research in pure and applied mathematics has been done for GEq. For instance, using time-splitting spectral [4] , finite-difference scheme [5] , domain truncation techniques [6] . Also, the use of the lattice-Boltzmann (LB) technique, is widely use in Physics. For example, LB has been applied from research fields as diverse as magnetohydrodynamics [7] , till the Poisson equation [8] . Also, the time dependent GEq had been solved using LB, obtaining good results, [9] (and references therein). This work solves the Gross-Pitaevskii equation using the lattice Boltzmann and He's semi inverse method. In section (2)-(3), we present the lattice-Boltzmann technique and the moment distribution functions applied to derivation of the GEq. In section (4), we get the GEq. Then, in section (5), we obtain the equilibrium distribution functions using d2q9 scheme. In section (6), we use the He's semi inverse method. And at last, in section (7), we present results and conclusions.
The lattice Boltzmann model
The lattice-Boltzmann equation is:
Where Ω( r, t) is the collision term, and using the B.G.K approximation [10] :
Expanding the one-particle distribution function in a Taylor series, we have:
Considering δ r = vδt, δx = δtv x and δy = δtv y , and replacing in eq. (4) f
Doing a perturbative expansion at first order in the spatial derivatives, second order to the time derivative, and second order to the particle distribution function, we have:
Assuming
j and replacing eqs. (5) in eq. (4)
The terms at order in eq. (6) and assuming f 0 i = f eq , we have:
The terms at order 2 in eq (6), we get:
Replacing eq. (7) in eq. (8), we get:
Summing eq. (7) to eq. (9), we have:
3 Moments of the distribution Doing the next definitions for the statistical meoments of f i , we have:
Where ρ and u are the density field an velocity field of the physical system. Besides, we assume the distribution function f i satisfy the probability conservation condition with the equilibrium distribution f eq i , such that i f i = i f eq i
The Gross-Pitaevskii equation
Taking the summation about (i) in eqs. (10) and (10)×(v i,α ), we get:
∂ u ∂t
The tensor Π (0) is defined a diagonal matrix
Replacing eq. (16) in eq. (15), we obtain:
Interchanging derivatives
Applying divergence in eq. (18), we get: Using eq. (14) in eq. (19), we obtain:
Taking out the temporal derivative and assuming zero the interior term in the parenthesis, we get the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
5 The equilibrium distribution function using d2q9 velocity scheme.
The d2q9 scheme velocity lattice shown in fig. (1) is used. The directions v i and weights w i on each cell are defined as:
, if i = 0; 1 9 , if i = 1, 2, 3, 4;
1 36
Both, directions v i and weights w i , follow the next tensorial relations:
The equilibrium function used is:
The A, B y C constants in the equilibrium function f (eq) i
, are proportional to the macroscopic quantities, and they are calculated using eqs. (11) (12) in combination with eqs. (23), then:
Then, the equilibrium function that satisfies the Gross-Pitaevskii equation is,
In order to implement the derivative operator of ρ(x, t) used in eq. (26), we applied the difference discretization scheme of the second derivative as:
6 He's semi-inverse method, Solitary wave solution
According to He's semi inverse method [9] , we choose the energy functional [9] , that satisfy eqs. (21). Then, we get:
Or:
Changing to polar coordinates Then, eq. (31) is:
We choose as a solution:
Then, the entire action is:
In order to make J stationary, we calculate:
Figures (2) show the LB results produced by an initial profile given by (32). The boundary conditions are zero at all times.
Conclusions
We have solved the Gross-Pitaevskii equation using the lattice-Boltzmann method and the He's semi inverse method. In addition, we present results for an initial profile showing stable solutions. Besides, we give an explicit solution of Gross-Pitaevskii equation:
ρ(x, y) = √ a 1 sin(b(x 2 + y 2 )) exp(−b(x 2 + y 2 ))
As a future work we can extend the method to three dimensions.
